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ABSTRACT

In Ammassalik, in southeast Greenland, downslope winds can reach hurricane intensity and represent a

hazard for the local population and environment. They advect cold air down the ice sheet and over the

Irminger Sea, where they drive large ocean–atmosphere heat fluxes over an important ocean convection

region. Earlier studies have found them to be associated with a strong katabatic acceleration over the steep

coastal slopes, flow convergence inside the valley of Ammassalik, and—in one instance—mountain wave

breaking. Yet, for the general occurrence of strong downslope wind events, the importance of mesoscale

processes is largely unknown. Here, two wind events—one weak and one strong—are simulated with the

atmospheric Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model with different model and topography reso-

lutions, ranging from 1.67 to 60 km. For both events, but especially for the strong one, it is found that lower

resolutions underestimate the wind speed because they misrepresent the steepness of the topography and do

not account for the underlying wave dynamics. If a 5-km model instead of a 60-km model resolution in

Ammassalik is used, the flow associated with the strong wind event is faster by up to 20m s21. The effects

extend far downstream over the Irminger Sea, resulting in a diverging spatial distribution and temporal

evolution of the heat fluxes. Local differences in the heat fluxes amount to 20%, with potential implications

for ocean convection.

1. Introduction

Downslope winds in southeast Greenland can reach

hurricane intensity, posing a threat to the local population

(Rasmussen 1989; Born and Böcher 2000; Klein and

Heinemann 2002; Heinemann and Klein 2002; Mernild

et al. 2008). They are especially pronounced within the

valley of Ammassalik, where the flow is funneled by the

topography (Figs. 1 and 5). Using the EuropeanCentre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim

reanalysis (ERA-I), Oltmanns et al. (2014) constructed a

composite of strong downslope wind events (DWE).

There were seven events per year on average, reaching

surface wind speeds of about 20ms21. The downslope

winds are supported by a synoptic-scale cyclone such that

the geostrophic flow is in approximately the same di-

rection as the local topographic gradient. They advect

cold air from the ice sheet down the steep coastal topog-

raphy, and, thus, they have a strong katabatic component.

In fact, temperatures of 2208C have been recorded in

Ammassalik during an extremely intense DWE with esti-

mated wind speeds of 90ms21 (Rasmussen 1989; Born

and Böcher 2000).
DWE are not only a hazard for the local population

and environment; they can also influence the coastal and

regional ocean, which has implications for global climate.

The cold and strong winds drive large heat fluxes down-

stream over the Irminger Sea (Oltmanns et al. 2014) near

an important ocean convection region (Pickart et al. 2003;

Vage 2010). Thus, DWE could precondition or initiate

convection and thereby affect themeridional overturning

circulation (Jungclaus et al. 2005; Stouffer et al. 2006), the

climate of northwest Europe (Vellinga and Wood 2002),

and the sequestration of carbon dioxide by the deep

ocean (Sabine et al. 2004). Moreover, DWE were found
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to advect sea ice offshore (Oltmanns et al. 2014), with

possible consequences for the local outlet glacier

(Amundson et al. 2010; Howat et al. 2010; Walter et al.

2012) and coastal ecology (Grebmeier et al. 1995).

Compared with local weather stations, ERA-I under-

estimated the wind speed of DWE in the composite

analysis (Oltmanns et al. 2014), never reaching the hur-

ricane intensity that is sometimes observed in the local

town (Rasmussen 1989; Born and Böcher 2000; Mernild

et al. 2008). This suggests that the reanalysis does not re-

solve the full dynamics underlying these wind events. The

notion that a higher model resolution is necessary to ac-

curately simulate wind speed is in line with previous

studies of tip jets and barrier winds in southeast Green-

land (DuVivier and Cassano 2013). In the case of DWE,

there already exists a fast downslope flow in ERA-I be-

cause of a strong large-scale, synoptic pressure gradient

and gravitational acceleration, as well as flow convergence

in the larger-scale Ammassalik valley (Oltmanns et al.

2014). It remains to be determined which smaller-scale

dynamics the ERA-I does not resolve.

One possiblemechanism bywhich downslopewinds can

be extremely accelerated is by mountain waves (Smith

1985; Durran 1986; Bacmeister and Pierrehumbert 1988).

These develop when stratified air is forced over a topo-

graphic barrier. According to the Eliassen–Palm theorem,

mountain waves are associated with a downward mo-

mentum flux that is transferred to the topography by the

cross-mountain pressure drag (Eliassen and Palm 1961;

Durran 2003). When they attain sufficiently large ampli-

tude, they can break and overturn. This results in a strongly

divergent momentum flux profile such that there is a sig-

nificant deceleration of themean flow in thewave-breaking

region and acceleration of the downslope flow below. In-

deed, during one DWE in Ammassalik, dropwindsondes

and aircraft measurements depict the breaking of a large-

amplitude mountain wave (Doyle et al. 2005). While

ERA-I did reproduce this wind event, it did not resolve the

mountain wave. This suggests that model resolution affects

the ability to resolve some of the leading-order dynamics

and thereby influences the magnitude of the simulated

wind speed.

Mountain waves and mountain wave breaking are not

only associated with downslope wind storms but can

influence atmospheric dynamics on many scales, in-

cluding the general atmospheric circulation and climate

(Fritts and Alexander 2003). The effects of wave drag

and fluxes on the momentum balance play an important

role in determining the structure of the large-scale flow

in the troposphere and lower stratosphere (McFarlane

1987). Furthermore, the large vertical momentum fluxes

and turbulence facilitate the vertical mixing of water

vapor, aerosols, and chemical species (Dörnbrack and

Dürbeck 1998), thus affecting the chemical properties of

the atmosphere. In addition, the clear-air turbulence

that develops in regions of mountain wave breaking

represents a significant hazard to aviation (Ralph et al.

1997; Clark et al. 2000). Encounters of aircraft turbu-

lence were also associated with mountain waves over

west Greenland (Lane et al. 2009). Yet there has been

no study connecting mountain waves and mountain

wave breaking with the general occurrence of DWE in

Ammassalik.

Physically, mountain wave–induced wind storms can

be understood in terms of hydraulic theory. On the up-

stream side of the mountain, the flow is accelerated be-

cause of the pressure gradient acceleration associated

with the mountain wave. When the wave breaks on the

downslope side of the mountain, a hydraulic jump–like

phenomenon occurs, and the flow transitions from a

wave-dominant (or subcritical) regime to a supercritical

regime. In the supercritical regime, the flow is further

accelerated by the gravitational acceleration (Durran

1990). In hydraulic theory, the Froude number describes

the regime of a fluid: Fr5 u(gD)21/2, with depth D, ve-

locity u, and gravitational acceleration g. Froude num-

bers above (below) 1 correspond to the supercritical

(subcritical) regime. For a continuously stratified atmo-

sphere, a Froude number analog [Fr5 u(NH)21] is often

defined to classify atmospheric flows. In this case,H is the

mountain height, N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, and

u is a suitably defined upstream wind speed.

Mountain waves and gravity flows are not independent

phenomena, as they can interact with each other. Based on

idealized simulations, Poulos et al. (2000) find that radia-

tive cooling can enhance the mountain wave flow speed in

the lee for Froude numbers up to 0.75. For Froude num-

bers above approximately 0.5, the gravity current can be

scoured such that the mountain wave flow penetrates to

the surface, while for Froude numbers less than approxi-

mately 0.5, the katabatic flow and the mountain wave

couple, resulting in a complex mutually interdependent

evolution (Poulos et al. 2000, 2007). While mountain

waves can influence the intensity, depth, and local vari-

ability of katabatic winds through turbulence and dynamic

pressure perturbations (Mursch-Radlgruber 1995; Jin et al.

1996; Poulos et al. 2000), the stability and reduced turbu-

lence of a lower stratified layer can, in turn, affect the

dynamics of mountain waves (Scorer 1967; Poulos et al.

2000). Thus, the effects of potentially unresolvedmountain

wave processes in ERA-I during DWE could amplify

through interactions with the gravity current.

In this study, we investigate the role played by processes

that are unresolved by the 80-kmgrid spacing of theERA-I

and how they interact with other terms in the momentum

balance. Specifically, we simulate two DWE—one weak
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and one strong—with the Weather Research and Fore-

casting (WRF) Model using different model and to-

pography resolutions to study the small-scale dynamics

in Ammassalik and their effects on larger scales. Here,

and in the following, we use the term ‘‘small scale’’ to

characterize processes that are resolved using a grid

spacing between 5 and 20km. In numerical models, the

energy in the highest resolved wavenumbers tends to be

overly damped. Therefore, the model’s effective reso-

lution is defined as the scale at which the model’s kinetic

energy spectrum decays relative to the observed spec-

trum (Skamarock 2004). Previous stimulations with the

WRF Model have shown that the effective resolution is

about 7 times the grid spacing (Skamarock 2004); thus,

we expect a model with a grid spacing of 5 (60) km to

resolve processes on scales of 35 (420) km, which lie

within the meso-b (meso a) scale (Orlanski 1975).

The analysis is separated into four parts. First, we

describe the characteristics of the two wind events and

investigate how they are represented by different model

resolutions. In the second part, we study the dynamics by

comparing individual driving forces in the momentum

balance and assess the role played by small-scale mo-

mentum fluxes. We also consider the case in which the

model is run at high resolution but with a smoothed

topography. Our results indicate that the lower resolu-

tions underestimate the wind speed, because they do not

account for the underlying wave dynamics that contribute

to accelerate the downslope flow.When the topography is

smoothed, the cross-mountain pressure drag associated

with the mountain wave is reduced, resulting in a smaller

downward momentum flux and overall lower wind

speeds, even if the model resolution is unchanged. In the

third part, we analyze interactions between the moun-

tain wave and the gravitational acceleration and study

how they are affected by model resolution. Finally, we

look at the evolution of the downslope flow and in-

vestigate what the impact of using a higher model res-

olution for the downslope wind events is on the larger

scales of motions. We find that the downstream wind

field is affected by small-scale processes within the

Ammassalik valley. The effects extend farther out over

the Irminger Sea with consequences for the distribution

andmagnitude of the ocean–atmosphere heat fluxes and

thus, potentially, ocean convection.

2. Data and methods

To compare the effect of using different resolutions,

we simulate two wind events with the WRF Model

(version 3.5) (Michalakes et al. 2004; Skamarock et al.

2008), one of which is weak and the other is one strong

compared with the composite of DWE described in

Oltmanns et al. (2014). The wind events, also seen by

local weather stations, were mainly identified with a

condition of wind speed. Both events are associated

with a wind and sea level pressure field with a general

structure that is representative of the composite. The

strong wind event occurred on 3 February 1999, with

maximum surface wind speeds of 28ms21 at 1800UTC in

ERA-I; and the weak one occurred on 9 April 2007, with

maximum surface wind speeds of 21ms21 at 0600UTC in

ERA-I (Fig. 1). ERA-I obtained these wind speeds inside

the valley of Ammassalik near the coast but not directly

at the weather station location, where wind speeds of 32.5

and 16.5ms21 were observed during the strong and weak

wind events, respectively (see Fig. 1 for station location).

Both wind events are simulated on a 60-km-resolution

domain (WRF60) with two nests—one with 20-km reso-

lution (WRF20) and onewith 5-km resolution (WRF5)—

leaving all other model parameters unchanged (Fig. 1).

We run three simulations. In the first case, we use one-

way nesting, which allows us to compare the effect of

using four different resolutions within the innermost

domain boundaries. In the second case, we use two-way

nesting such that feedbacks from theWRF5 andWRF20

domains are allowed. In the third case, the nesting is

again one-way, and we use topography with a resolution

of 60 km also in the WRF5 and WRF20 domains. It is

obtained by linearly interpolating the 60-km-resolution

topography in WRF60 to the additional grid points in

the 20- and 5-km domains. In each simulation, we use 30

vertical sigma levels, the highest being at 50 hPa. The

level distribution (shown in Fig. 3) is surface intensified

to yield a good vertical resolution near the surface.

Physics parameterizations are specified in Table 1. They

were chosen based on current knowledge of their effi-

ciency and accuracy, as well as their suitability under

snow and ice conditions (Janji�c et al. 2011). The simu-

lations are run for 24 h, starting 12h before the time of

maximum wind speed in ERA-I. ERA-I provides the

boundary and initial conditions. Because of the short

simulation period of 24 h, the initial conditions are the

dominant factor influencing the dynamics, and internal

model variability is less important. If we start the sim-

ulations 6 h earlier or use different aspect ratios for the

domains, the results do not change appreciably.

As a 5-km horizontal resolution could potentially mis-

represent nonhydrostatic waves and alias energy into

larger-scale hydrostatic waves (Reinecke and Durran

2009), an additional simulationwas carried out with a third

nest with a horizontal grid spacing of 1.67km (WRF1.7)

and 45 vertical levels. Most of the analysis is based on the

WRF60 and WRF5 domains. The 1.67-km-resolution do-

main extends over the central part of the Ammassalik

valley and was only used for comparison with the WRF5
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domain to assess the importance of smaller-scale non-

hydrostatic waves that can be unresolved in WRF5.

ERA-I (Dee et al. 2011) has been used successfully for

the study of several wind events in or near the study

region (e.g., Harden et al. 2011), including the DWE

discussed in this paper (Oltmanns et al. 2014). The data

have a 6-hourly temporal resolution, 60 vertical levels in

the model’s terrain-following vertical coordinates, and a

horizontal resolution of approximately 80 km at the

surface. Several studies have compared ERA-I with

observations (e.g., dropsondes) in the Irminger Sea and

Greenland region with the general conclusion that

ERA-I captures the basic wind and temperature fields

but tends to underestimate the magnitude of gradients

during high-wind-speed conditions (Renfrew et al. 2008;

Harden et al. 2011). Over the Greenland ice sheet, the

10-m wind field agrees with the observations from au-

tomated weather stations with root-mean-square errors

of about 1m s21 and correlations of about 0.65 (Moore

et al. 2013), and in a study about surface-based in-

versions in the Arctic, it was found that ERA-I data

agreed reasonably well with radiosonde observations

(Zhang et al. 2011). A comparison between ERA-I and

the 2011 reprocessed QuickSCAT ocean wind vectors

FIG. 1. (a) WRF simulation domains: the blue line delineates the 1.67-km-resolution domain. (b) Topography

(m) in southeast Greenland, including the valley of Ammassalik. The white cross indicates the location of the DMI

station; (c),(d) SLP (hPa) and (e),(f) wind speed (m s21) for (c),(e) the weak event in ERA-I on 9 Apr 2007 and

(d),(f) the strong wind event on 3 Feb 1999. The lines mark the sections shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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with an improved geophysicalmodel function (Ricciardulli

andWentz 2011) during DWEs from 2000 to 2009 showed

that ERA-I captures the structure of the wind field well

but underestimates the wind speeds by about 1–2ms21

over the ocean in the region of the peak wind speeds

(Oltmanns et al. 2014). This is expected, as DWE have a

comparably small scale and very high wind speeds, two

conditions in which reanalyses often have problems

(Renfrew et al. 2009). One potential explanation for the

different wind speeds is the coarse resolution of the re-

analysis. Thus, in the following, we will investigate how

stronglymodel resolution affects the simulation of DWE.

3. Results

a. Characteristics

To test the influence of model resolution on the wind

event characteristics, we first investigate the surface

wind field in WRF60, WRF20, and WRF5 in the one-

way nesting simulation at the time when they record the

maximum wind speed. For this purpose, we determine

the location of the maximum wind speed in the three

domains, only requiring it to be within the boundaries of

WRF5 and north of 648N, and analyze the wind speed

evolution at this location (Fig. 2). For both events, the

location where the maximum wind speed occurs is sim-

ilar in WRF5, WRF20, and WRF60 (Fig. 2). The higher

the resolution is, the closer this location is to the coast.

Compared with the lower-resolution domains, WRF5

has a finer structure (Fig. 2). The largest differences are

seen near the coast in the southern part of the valley and in

the outflow region. The outflow onto the shelf is narrower

in WRF5, with two distinct minima in wind speed next to

it. Thus, the differences in the obtained wind speed be-

tween the domains occur not only over land, where

the topographic resolution likely has a strong influence on

the surface winds, but are carried downstream over the

ocean. The differences are more pronounced for the

strong wind event, but they also exist for the weak one.

Next, we compare the evolution of the wind field in

the different domains at the location where they obtain

the maximum wind speed. For the strong event, WRF5

obtains wind speeds that are about 5m s21 higher than in

WRF20 and about 10m s21 higher than in WRF60. For

the weak wind event, WRF5 also obtains higher wind

speeds, but the difference with WRF20 and WRF60 is

smaller. The fastest winds reach speeds of 45ms21

during the strong event and 30m s21 during the weak

event. Also, WRF5 obtains a more rapid initial increase

of the wind speed during the strong wind event and a

more rapid decrease after the maximum wind speed has

been reached. Thus, the wind speed time series in

WRF60 has a broader and flatter temporal evolution

compared withWRF5, which could be related to both an

overall different wind speed evolution and the slight

shift in location of maximum wind speed (Fig. 2).

We also compare the surface wind fields between

WRF1.7 and WRF5 at the time when WRF5 obtains the

maximum wind speed (not shown). Within the WRF1.7

domain, the distribution and magnitude of the surface

wind speed is almost identical to WRF5. The largest dif-

ferences occur at confined locations in the outflow region

at the coast and are on the order of 2ms21 for the strong

event and 3ms21 for the weak event. For both events, the

wind speed evolution in WRF1.7 and WRF5 at the loca-

tion whereWRF5 obtains themaximumwind speed agree

very well (Fig. 2), and the locations where the maximum

wind speeds are obtained are close to each other.

At the location of theDanishMeteorological Institute

(DMI) weather station (just outside the WRF1.7 do-

main; see Fig. 1b or 2 for station location), WRF5 agrees

best with the observed wind speed, especially during the

strong wind event (Fig. 2). For the weak event, WRF5,

WRF20, and WRF60 obtain similar wind speeds. All

three domains capture the low-frequency evolution of

the wind event but record a faster wind speed drop off

than is observed. A possible reason for the discrepancy

between the model and the observations is the sharp

gradient in the wind speed field near the station location

such that a slight variation in the temporal evolution of

the front can result in very different wind speeds at the

weather station.Other reasons could include inaccuracies

in the boundary conditions (despite the fact that the

weather station data is assimilated in the reanalysis), er-

rors resulting from the interpolation to the station loca-

tion, and a misrepresentation of the complex topography

in this region. In the following, we will mostly show

results from the strong wind event. For the weak event,

the winds and its underlying driving forces are reduced,

TABLE 1. WRF Model physics specifications that are used for the

three simulations.

Variable Scheme

Microphysics WRF single-moment 3-class

(WSM3; Hong et al. 2004)

Longwave radiation Rapid Radiation Transfer Model

(RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997)

Shortwave radiation Dudhia scheme (Dudhia 1989)

Surface layer Revised MM5 Monin–Obukhov

scheme (Jiménez et al. 2012)
Land surface model Unified Noah land surface model

(Chen and Dudhia 2001)

Boundary layer Yonsei University (YSU) PBL

scheme (Hong et al. 2006)

Cumulus parameterization Kain–Fritsch cumulus convection

scheme (Kain and Fritsch 1990)
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FIG. 2. (a) Surface wind speeds in the (left) WRF5, (center) WRF20, and (right) WRF60 for (top) the strong and (bottom) the weak

wind events (Fig. 1) at the time when each of these products records the maximum wind speed. The white cross indicates the location

where the maximum wind speed occurs in the respective simulation, and the white plus sign marks the location of the DMI station.

(b),(c) Comparison of the wind speed evolution in WRF60, WRF20, and WRF5 at their locations of maximum wind speed, and the wind

speed evolution in WRF1.7 at the location where WRF5 obtains the maximum wind speed. (d),(e) Comparison of the wind speed

evolution in WRF5, WRF20, and WRF60 with the observed wind speed at the DMI station location.
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but the differences betweenWRF5,WRF20, andWRF60

remain.

Vertical sections along and across the flow confirm

that the wind speed is larger with higher resolution

(Figs. 3 and 4). WRF5 resolves two distinct regions of

steep topography at the southwestern side of the valley,

each associated with a wind speed maximum of up to

60ms21, that intermingle in the coarser-resolution do-

mains (Fig. 3). The cross-sectional flow (represented by

the arrows in Fig. 3) is entering the valley at both sides

near the surface, which is likely a result of channeling by

the topography. There is more vertical and horizontal

wind shear in the wind field in WRF5 and a highly var-

iable potential temperature field across the valley com-

pared with the coarser resolutions. In WRF20, this

variability is strongly reduced, and WRF60 almost does

not see it at all. The differences between the domains are

largest inside and along the edges of the valley, with

differences of 10–20ms21. They do not only occur near

the surface, where the different resolutions result in

different representations of the topography, but they

also extend up higher into the troposphere. If the model

is run with a 60-km-resolution topography everywhere,

the wind speed in WRF5 is still higher compared with

WRF60, but is reduced compared with the WRF5 do-

main with the 5-km topography, especially near the

surface. The potential temperature field in WRF5 with

the 60-km-resolution topography (WRF5-Topo60) is

closer to the one in WRF60 than to the one in WRF5

with the 5-km topography. This shows that both small-

scale topography and high-resolution dynamics play an

important role during the wind events.

FIG. 3. Comparison of (left) flow field and (right) potential temperature in theWRF5, WRF20, and WRF60 across

the section CD in Fig. 1. The filled contours show the component of the flow across the section, whereas the arrows

represent the flow along this cross section. Only a few arrows are shown. The reference arrow is representative of the

horizontal direction only. The vertical direction is rescaled according to the axis limits. WRF5-Topo60 indicates the

case where the model resolution is 5 km and the topographic resolution is 60 km. Black crosses overlaid on the tem-

perature field indicate the positions of the vertical model levels at selected locations across the valley.
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Using a higher resolution has a large effect on the slope

along the valley, especially close to the coast (Fig. 4). The

biggest differences in the wind speed between WRF5,

WRF20, andWRF60 amount to about 20ms21 and occur

near the surfacewhere the slope is steepest. The potential

temperature field in WRF5 suggests that the high wind

speeds over the slope are associated with a steep

mountain wave that is underrepresented in WRF20 and

largely smoothed out in WRF60 (Fig. 4). In the WRF5-

Topo60 case, the wind speeds are still higher compared

withWRF60, but, again, they are smaller compared with

WRF5 with the 5 km topography, and the wave in the

potential temperature field is smoothed.

A comparison betweenWRF1.7 andWRF5 shows that

the representation of the topography is similar in both

domains, and over the slope the wind speed and potential

temperature profile in WRF5 and WRF1.7 agree well.

The obtained isentropic slopes are very similar, and the

mountain wave over the slope has approximately the

same wavelength of approximately 50km. The largest

differences between WRF1.7 and WRF5 occur down-

stream of the coastline, where WRF1.7 resolves larger

FIG. 4. Comparison of (left) flow field and (right) potential temperature in the WRF1.7, WRF5, WRF20, and

WRF60 along the sectionAB in Fig. 1. Shown is the component of the flow along the section. The reference arrow is

representative of the horizontal direction only. The vertical direction is rescaled according to the axis limits.WRF5-

Topo60 indicates the case where the model resolution is 5 km and the topographic resolution is 60 km.
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vertical velocities that are associated with a series of lee

waves that are smoothed inWRF5. Such lee waves are a

typical signature of downslope wind storms with a lower

stable layer. They radiate energy away when the surface

flow recovers toward ambient conditions (Durran 1990).

For the weak event, the overall wind speeds are

smaller, but the profiles show the same graduation in

wind speed and isentropic slopes between WRF5,

WRF5-Topo60, WRF20, and WRF60. This suggests the

existence of dynamical differences both between dif-

ferent resolution domains and between the smoothed

and regular topography simulations. We will investigate

these differences in the next section.

b. Momentum balance

To study the dynamical differences, we evaluate each

term in the momentum balance for the downslope flow

and investigate how it is affected bymodel resolution. To a

good approximation, the atmospheric lapse rate is linear

between 2500- and 6000-m heights. Below about 2000m,

the temperature gradient is larger, and the near-surface air

is significantly colder than above. Thus, we split the tem-

perature into an ambient part u0, which is obtained by

linearly extrapolating the temperature between 2500 and

6000m to the surface, and a temperature deficit part u,

which is defined as the deviation from the linear temper-

ature lapse rate such that a positive temperature deficit

means the air in this layer is colder than the ambient air at

the same height. Using higher bounds for the definition

gives the same results. This procedure has also been ap-

plied by other studies on katabatic winds (Mahrt 1982;

Parish and Cassano 2001, 2003; van Angelen et al. 2011),

and we verified that the splitting is meaningful for each

time step and model domain by confirming that the tem-

perature lapse rate is approximately linear above 2500m.

An example of this splitting can be seen in Figs. 8a and 9a

for different time steps. We analyze the momentum bal-

ance along the same section AB that is shown in Figs. 1

and 5. This section goes right through the valley where the

wind speed is maximum and the slope is steepest; thus, we

expect this section to show the largest differences between

the resolutions. In the downslope direction x and in the

model’s vertical coordinate (Fig. 5), the momentum bal-

ance can be expressed as
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where r0 is density; f is the Coriolis parameter; g is

gravity; a is the positive angle of the slope with respect

to the horizontal; w is the velocity in the z0 direction,
normal to u; pamb is the pressure in the ambient atmo-

sphere corresponding to u0; and û(z) is the vertically

integrated temperature deficit from z to some arbitrary

height zt, which is chosen above the boundary layer

where the temperature deficit vanishes:

û(z)5

ðz
t

z
u dz . (3)

In Eq. (2) the total horizontal pressure gradient force

FP is split into an ambient pressure gradient acceleration

FS, the gravitational acceleration FG, and the thermal

acceleration FT . The splitting between FT and FG arises

from the rotation of the coordinate system in the

downslope direction. The gravitational acceleration

represents the acceleration due to the presence of a

temperature deficit layer over sloping terrain. The am-

bient pressure gradient acceleration describes the ac-

celeration due to pressure gradients in the ambient

atmosphere, thus ignoring the deficit layer. Mountain

wave effects are included mostly in this term. The

thermal acceleration is due to temperature variations

within the deficit layer. It is comparable to the coastal

sea-breeze effect (Estoque 1961; Simpson 1994) and

exists even in the absence of the slope.

We calculate FS, FT , the local acceleration Ft, non-

linear advection FNL, and FG explicitly at 2100 UTC and

infer subgrid-scale dynamics FRes from the residual. The

ambient pressure gradient acceleration within the

boundary layer can be calculated using hydrostatic bal-

ance and integrating the ambient potential temperature

gradient downward (Cassano and Parish 2000; Van den

Broeke et al. 2002; van Angelen et al. 2011). We verified

that the flow is in hydrostatic balance by evaluating the

vertical momentum equation for the ambient and the

full atmosphere in each domain along the section AB.

Even in WRF1.7, the hydrostatic terms are approxi-

mately one order of magnitude larger than their differ-

ence and several orders of magnitude larger than the

advective terms and local acceleration. Thus,
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whereRg is the gas constant and cp is the heat capacity at

constant pressure. Under nonhydrostatic conditions, the

total horizontal pressure gradient within the temperature

deficit layer would consist of an additional term because of

nonhydrostatic pressure effectsFNH 5FP 2FT 2FG 2FS,

which can also include inaccuracies resulting from the

differentiation in FP. We find that this term has a hori-

zontally uniform distribution over the slope, and its mag-

nitude remains below 1023ms22. Moreover, it is

insensitive to resolution,which agreeswith previous studies

on katabatic winds in Antarctica (Cassano and Parish

2000). To compare the forces inWRF5 andWRF60 on the

same scales and to remove the high-frequency variability

associated with the mountain wave in WRF5, we smooth

them over a distance of 120km. Other filter sizes give the

same result as long as they smooth out local variability

associatedwith thewave inWRF5. The forces are shown in

Fig. 6, apart from the local acceleration, which is negligible.

We find that all forces have a larger magnitude in

WRF5 compared to WRF60. The biggest differences

occur in the dominant terms FG, FS, and FNL. The term

FS is initially accelerating the wind, but as the flow

approaches the coast, it inhibits the surface flow. Both the

acceleration and the deceleration are more pronounced in

WRF5 than in WRF60, with differences above 20%. The

difference in themagnitude ofFG is similarly large. In both

domains, it is the largest accelerating force over the central

part of the slope. Advection FNL is mostly responding to

the other forces. It can be split into a horizontal along-

slope, a horizontal cross-slope, and a vertical component.

The horizontal components are large and positive at the

surface of the slope and negative above (not shown),

whereas the vertical component is negative at the surface

and positive above (Fig. 7). This is in line with previous

studies, which suggest that the horizontal momentum

flux of the intense surface flow is balanced by vertical

advection of momentum (Durran 1986; Bacmeister and

Pierrehumbert 1988). In these studies, however, the

horizontal momentum advection includes mostly the

along-slope component. For both wind events here, we

note that the cross-slope horizontal component is

similarly large (not shown), likely because of conflu-

ence of the flow inside the valley. This stresses the

importance of 3D effects for the wind events.

FIG. 5. Topography in the (a) WRF60 and the (b) WRF5 domains with surface velocity vectors overlaid. Only

a few arrows are shown. The contour interval is 400m. (c) Schematic of the coordinate system used for the analysis

of the momentum balance (Fig. 6).
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InWRF5 andWRF60,FRes has a similar magnitude. It

includes effects of subgrid-scale turbulence that are

parameterized in the model, numerical inaccuracies re-

sulting from the differentiation, and the local tendency

of themomentum, which is not fully included in the local

acceleration because of the coarse temporal sampling of

3 h. Since FRes has a similar magnitude in WRF5 and

WRF60, there is little or no parameterization of the

nonlinear effects on scales between 5 and 60km. Thus,

there is no gravity wave drag parameterization, which is

currently not supported for simulations of this duration

and resolution in the WRF Model. Close to the surface,

where friction is important, FRes is strongly decelerating

the flow. Above the surface, it is negligible, except over

the steepest part of the slope above the surface layer,

where it is accelerating the flow. Since this region corre-

sponds to a local minimum in wind speed (Fig. 4) the ac-

celeration could result from drag by the faster flow around

it. The local acceleration (not shown) and the thermal

acceleration are relatively unimportant compared with the

FIG. 6. Accelerations during the strong event in (left) WRF5 and (right) WRF60 along the section AB shown in

Fig. 1. Shown are (top to bottom) the gravitational acceleration FG, thermal acceleration FT , ambient pressure

gradient and Coriolis acceleration FS 2FC , nonlinear advection FNL, and the residual FRes at 2100 UTC. FNL

appears on the left-hand side of Eq. (2) and is mostly balancing the pressure gradient terms. The forces are

smoothed over 120 km to eliminate the small-scale variability associated with the mountain wave and to compare

WRF5 and WRF60 on the same scale.
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other forces, both inWRF5 andWRF60. For theWRF5-

Topo60 case (not shown), the magnitude of the forces is

larger compared withWRF60 (especially for FG, FS, and

FNL) and smaller compared with WRF5.

Previous studies have explained strong surface wind

speeds by large vertical momentum fluxes associated

with mountain waves (Durran 1986; Bacmeister and

Pierrehumbert 1988; Durran 2003). To directly assess

the importance of momentum fluxes on the scales not

resolved in WRF60, we decompose the (unrotated) flow

into a mean component and a wave component

(u5 u1 u0 and w5w1w0). We define the mean as a

running mean over 120 km on the model levels and the

wave component as deviations of the flow from the

mean. Thus, by definition, the wave component in

WRF60 is negligible. In WRF5, WRF60, and WRF5-

Topo60, momentum converges over the slope above the

surface (Fig. 7). In WRF5, the wave component of the

vertical momentum flux (NL0
Z 5w0›u0/›z) can be almost

twice as large as the mean component (NLZ 5w›u/›z).

The mean component of the vertical momentum flux in

WRF5 also has a larger magnitude than the total vertical

momentum flux in WRF60; thus, these wave processes

have a large impact on the mean flow. In the WRF5-

Topo60 case, the magnitude of the total vertical momen-

tum flux is reduced compared to WRF5 but larger

compared to WRF60. The wave component is very small

despite the 5-kmmodel resolution, emphasizing the role of

the topography in setting the scale of the dynamics (Fig. 7).

c. Mountain wave–gravity current interaction

The results from the previous section indicate that the

driving forces of the downslope flow have a different

magnitude inWRF5 andWRF60, even on scales greater

than 120 km (Fig. 6). Apart from the differences in the

nonlinear advection, the largest differences between the

domains occur in the ambient pressure gradient and

the gravitational acceleration. Given the importance of

the steep slope for the cross-mountain pressure drag, the

different representation of FS in WRF5 and WRF60 is

expected. On the other hand, FG depends only on the

height difference of the two end points of the part of the

slope over which it is averaged, as well as the tempera-

ture deficit. Both quantities are not directly affected by

the resolution when averaged over the slope. Thus, the

only way by whichFG can attain a differentmagnitude in

WRF5 and WRF60 is by nonlinear effects when the

temperature deficit is increased at exactly those loca-

tions where the slope is steeper in the higher-resolution

domain and by feedbacks with the other forces (e.g.,

when a stronger flow results in more cold-air advection,

which in turn intensifies the temperature deficit and FG).

FIG. 7. Mean and wave parts of the vertical component of the momentum flux along section AB (Fig. 1) at

2100 UTC. (left) Total vertical momentum flux in (a) WRF5, (c) WRF5-Topo60, and (e) WRF60. (right) Wave

component of the vertical momentumflux (w0›u0/›z) in (b)WRF5 and (d)WRF5-Topo60, and (f) mean component

of the vertical momentum flux in WRF5 (w›u/›z).
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Interactions between gravitationally driven flows and

mountain waves have been studied by Poulos et al. (2000,

2007) for different Froude number regimes. Using an

upstream wind speed of 30ms21 for the strong wind

event, a stability of N 5 0.02 s21, and a mountain height

of 3000m, the Froude number is close to 0.5 for the strong

wind event. For the weak wind event, the upstream wind

speed is about 20ms21, andN is comparable to the strong

wind event, resulting in a Froude number of approxi-

mately 0.33. The higher Froude number for the strong

wind event is associatedwith amountain wave separation

point that is shifted downhill. The mountain wave sepa-

ration point delimits the regionwhere themountain wave

dominates the flow. According to Poulos et al. (2000,

2007), the coupling of the katabatic wind with the

mountain wave downstream of the separation point can

deepen the temperature deficit layer by turbulence rela-

tive to the case withoutmountain waves. Indeed, for both

wind events, we find very deep deficit layers of more than

1000m (e.g., Figure 8). Another effect of mountain waves

on katabatic flows arises from pressure perturbations that

are induced by the gravity waves above the temperature-

deficit layer (Poulos et al. 2000, 2007). We find this is true

for both wind events, as the temperature deficit is not

distributed evenly over the slope. In WRF5, the tem-

perature deficit increases more quickly over the steeper

parts of the slope, which results in a larger gravitational

acceleration in WRF5 compared to WRF60, and the

difference increases with time as more cold air is advected

onto the slope (Fig. 8). Thus, themountainwave–katabatic

wind interaction leads to a stronger gravitational acceler-

ation in WRF5 compared with WRF60.

FIG. 8. (a) Evolution of the temperature deficit along section AB (Fig. 1) at three different time steps during the

simulation of the strong wind event for WRF5 and WRF60. In WRF5, the temperature deficit intensifies faster,

especially over the steeper parts of the slope, which results in a larger gravitational acceleration. The lines at 21 h

delineate the location of the 10 lowest model levels and region between 50 and 300 km that is used for the averaging

in Fig. 10. (b) Evolution of the gravitational acceleration averaged between 50 and 300 km in WRF5 and the

difference between WRF5 and WRF60. The difference increases with time.
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Poulos et al. (2007) suggested that mountain waves and

katabatic winds can sometimes become indistinguishable

and inseparable. Despite the close interaction between

them, we still note that the splitting of the total pressure

gradient force into FG and FS is meaningful at each time

step. As the simulation of the strong wind event

progresses, a cold-air pool forms at the end of the slope

and extends deep into the atmosphere. Thereby, FS

decreases and is decelerating the flow at the end of the

slope. The region where FS is negative shifts farther

upslope as more cold air is advected downslope. Thus,

there is a negative feedback between the stronger flow

and the decreasing ambient pressure gradient force

(Fig. 9), and this feedback ismore pronounced inWRF5.

In summary, for the strong wind event, the temperature

profile first develops large vertical gradients when the

deficit layer intensifies and then develops large hori-

zontal gradients. The former process accelerates the

flow as described by FG, and the latter decelerates the

flow as described by FS.

For the weak event, the gravitational acceleration is

initially larger than the ambient pressure gradient accel-

eration. Since the Froude number is smaller, the kata-

batic component of the flow is more pronounced (Poulos

et al. 2000). While the downslope wind speed increases, a

wave develops over the slope, but it is shallower com-

pared with the strong wind event, and the separation

point is shifted upslope. The development of the wave is

associated with an increase of the ambient pressure gra-

dient acceleration. Meanwhile, the temperature deficit

FIG. 9. (a) Evolution of the ambient temperature along sectionAB (Fig. 1) at three different time steps during the

simulation of the strong wind event for WRF5 and WRF60. The advection of strongly stratified air over the ocean

results in a decelerating horizontal pressure gradient in WRF5 and WRF60, which is more pronounced in WRF5.

The lines at 21 h delineate the location of the 10 lowest model levels and region between 50 and 300 km that is used

for the averaging in Fig. 10. (b) Evolution of the ambient pressure gradient acceleration averaged over the 10 lowest

model levels inWRF and the difference betweenWRF5 andWRF60. Note that the axes are different from the ones

in Fig. 8b. The decelerating effect of the pressure gradient force is seen farther upslope with time and intensifies.
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layer mixes with ambient air and the stratification and,

thus, FG decreases (not shown). To summarize the evo-

lution of the differences in WRF5 and WRF60 for the

strong and the weak wind events, we average the forces

over the 10 lowest model levels between the distances of

50 and 300km over the slope (see Figs. 8 and 9). The

results are insensitive to the vertical extent of the lower

layer and the distance over which we average. For the

strong wind event, the magnitude of the forces is larger

compared with the weak wind event, and the evolution

diverges between WRF5 and WRF60. For the weak

event, the differences betweenWRF andWRF60 remain

small (Fig. 10).

d. Effects on larger scales

Next, we investigate how far downstream the effects

of using a higher resolution extend and compare the

evolution of the surface pressure, temperature, wind

speed, and total turbulent heat fluxes in the simulations

with the one- and the two-way nesting. Thus, we com-

pare these fields in WRF60 from the simulation when

feedbacks from WRF5 and WRF20 are included with

the one from the simulation that does not allow for

feedbacks (Fig. 11). We do not expect the simulations to

diverge because of intrinsic model variability, since they

are still strongly controlled by the initial conditions

within the simulation period of 24 h. Again, for the

strong wind event, the differences are more pronounced

compared with the weak one (not shown), and they

quickly increase with time. If feedbacks are included,

the pressure is lower in the outflow region of the

Ammassalik valley and higher northeast of it over the

Irminger Sea. Near the east Greenland coast, this results

in a narrowing of the shape of the low pressure system.

In addition, the surface air in the outflow region of the

valley (Fig. 2) is colder by about 2K, and the winds are

faster by about 5ms21 downstream ofAmmassalik. This

has consequences for the turbulent heat fluxes, which

amount to 1000Wm22 and are up to 200Wm22 larger in

the region of the highest wind speeds and up to 200Wm22

weaker south of this region. Positive heat fluxes indicate

that heat is transferred from the ocean to the atmosphere.

Thus, differences between the one- and the two-way

nesting simulations are not confined to the valley in

Ammassalik but extend downstream over the Irminger

Sea, where they result in a different spatial distribution

and temporal evolution of the heat fluxes.

4. Discussion and conclusions

In this study, we have investigated the role of small-scale

dynamics and steep topography for strong downslopewind

events (DWE) in southeast Greenland and their down-

stream effects. Specifically, we have simulated a strong

and a weak wind event with the WRF Model in a

60- (WRF60), a 20- (WRF20), and a 5-km (WRF5)-

resolution domain with a smoothed and a regular topog-

raphy. We have found that these different resolutions

result in different representations of the wind field and its

underlying dynamics. The differences are present for both

FIG. 10. Evolution of the ambient pressure gradient and Coriolis acceleration (dashed) and the gravitational

acceleration (solid) averaged over the 10 lowest model levels and the region between 20 and 300 km over the slope

along section AB in Fig. 1. The region over which it is averaged is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Shown are the evolutions

for (left) the strong and (right) the weak wind events in (top) WRF5 and (bottom) WRF60, as well as their dif-

ferences (WRF5 minus WRF60).
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events, but they are larger for the strong one. Since the

boundary and initial conditions for the two events from

ERA-I are representative of the composite, the sensi-

tivity to model resolution is likely a common feature of

DWE. If the model is run on a 5-km-resolution grid but

with a 60-km-resolution topography, there are still sig-

nificant differences, even though their overall magnitude

is reduced. Thus, both a high-resolution model and a

high-resolution topography are needed to simulate the

full extent of DWE.

The largest differences between the WRF5, WRF20,

and WRF60 domains occur at the southwestern side of

the valley near the surface and over the slope inside the

valley (Fig. 3). The first could be attributed to a stronger

pressure gradient buildup when the flow is dammed

against the barrier, similar to barrier winds at the coast

(Moore and Renfrew 2005; Petersen et al. 2009; Harden

et al. 2011), but here the barrier is represented by the

southwestern side of the valley, and rotation is likely less

important as a result of the smaller scale. There is a sharp

turning of the isobars inside the valley (Fig. 1). Over the

upper part of the slope, the pressure gradient is acceler-

ating the flow, whereas it is decelerating the flow over the

lower part (Fig. 6). Thus, the coarser representation of

FIG. 11. Black contour lines: evolution of the (top to bottom) surface pressure, temperature, wind speed, and heat fluxes for the strong

event inWRF60 from the simulation with the two-way nesting. Contour lines are every 10 hPa, 4K, 5m s21, and 300Wm22, respectively.

Filled contours: differences between the simulations with the one- and two-way nesting. Positive values indicate that the displayed

quantity is higher in the simulation that allows for feedbacks from the inner domains compared with the one without feedbacks. Positive

heat fluxes represent a heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere.
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the topography and smaller pressure gradients in the

lower-resolution domains are associated with a weaker

flow near the southwestern side of the valley and a re-

duced horizontal and vertical wind shear. When the

model is run on a 5-km-resolution grid but with a 60-km-

resolution topography, the flow field is similar to the one

in theWRF60 domain, which emphasizes the role of the

topography.

In addition, there is a steep mountain wave in WRF5

with the regular topography near the end of the slope,

where the wind speeds are particularly strong (Fig. 4).

Previous studies suggest that mountain waves are asso-

ciated with a large vertical momentum flux that accel-

erates the surface winds (Durran 1986; Bacmeister and

Pierrehumbert 1988; Durran 2003). WRF60 does not

resolve the full extent of the vertical momentum trans-

fer. If the 60-km-resolution topography is used, the

vertical momentum flux in WRF5 is reduced but still

larger compared with WRF60 (Fig. 7). The differences

between WRF5 with the smoothed and regular topog-

raphy are solely due to the resolution of the topography.

They likely arise because the vertical momentum flux

due to the cross-mountain pressure drag is sensitive to

the terrain slope (Doyle et al. 2005). The fact that the

magnitude of the vertical momentum flux inWRF5 with

the 60-km-resolution topography is still larger than in

WRF60 emphasizes the role of small-scale model dy-

namics. We conclude that surface wind speeds over the

slope are sensitive to both model and topography reso-

lution but also that these two are connected. A high

model resolution is needed in order to simulate the wave

dynamics, but the strength of the wave dynamics de-

pends on the terrain slope.

Since the cross-mountain pressure drag is sensitive to

the terrain slope, differences in the obtained magnitude

of the ambient pressure gradient FS are expected. The

fact that the gravitational acceleration FG also attains a

different magnitude in WRF5 and WRF60 could be

explained by interactions between FG and FS, especially

during the strong wind event. Specifically, horizontal

pressure gradient perturbations induced by the moun-

tain wave intensify the temperature deficit at exactly

those locations where the slope is steepest, thus resulting

in a larger gravitational acceleration inWRF5 compared

with WRF60 (Fig. 8). Simultaneously, the downslope

advection of stratified air leads to a cold-air pool at the

end of the slope, likely because the air accumulates at

the narrow valley outlet (Fig. 9). This is associated with a

decrease of FS that is larger in WRF5 and could result

in a different wind speed evolution in WRF5, WRF20,

andWRF60 (Figs. 2 and 11). Currently, theWRFModel

does not support a gravity wave parameterization for

simulations of this duration and resolution, though our

results suggest that future releases might benefit from it.

Since the wave drag can interact with the gravitational

acceleration, any parameterization would have to take

this interaction into account.

The different evolution of the wind event in WRF5

and WRF60 is more pronounced for the strong wind

event than for the weak one. As Poulos et al. (2000)

suggest, this could be explained by the smaller Froude

number for the weak wind event, which indicates that

the katabatic component of the flow is more pro-

nounced. Since the gravitational acceleration is less

sensitive to resolution when averaged over the slope,

the evolution of the weak wind event is more similar in

WRF5 and WRF60.

Even a 5-km resolution could potentially misrepresent

nonhydrostatic gravity waves and alias energy into longer-

wavelength hydrostatic waves (Reinecke and Durran

2009). Thus, we compared the flow and potential tem-

perature field fromWRF5 to an additional domain with a

horizontal grid spacing of 1.67km and 45 vertical levels

(WRF1.7). We find that the surface and near-surface

winds in WRF5 and WRF1.7 are in good agreement

(Figs. 2 and 4) and that WRF5 captures the steepness of

the topography. The largest differences between the two

domains occur downstream of the coast, where WRF1.7

resolves a series of lee waves that are smoothed inWRF5.

Since these lee waves do not affect the near-surface wind

field over the slope, we conclude that the 5-km resolution

is adequate for the analysis in this study. Moreover, the

wind speed in WRF5 is in good agreement with obser-

vations from a local weather station (Fig. 2), indicating

that the effect of nonhydrostatic waves is limited near

the surface and that the valley is wide enough to force

primarily longer-wavelength hydrostatic waves. For

steeper topography, faster flows and higher Froude

numbers, nonhydrostatic effects can become more im-

portant (Ulrich 1991), and a separation of the pressure

gradient force might not be meaningful anymore. To

simulate wind events under such conditions, an even

higher resolution is recommended.

The effects of resolving small-scale processes over the

slope extend downstream over the Irminger Sea

(Fig. 11). Thus, the faster downslope winds in WRF5 for

the strong wind event do not only influence the local

population and environment in Ammassalik, but have

further-reaching climatic consequences. If feedbacks

from WRF5 and WRF20 are included in WRF60, even

large-scale fields, such as surface pressure and temper-

ature, are affected. It is possible that the faster decrease

of the ambient pressure gradient also affects the larger-

scale pressure distribution. This could result in a di-

verging evolution of the synoptic situation. Additional

studies are required to investigate how sensitive the
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large-scale evolution is to small-scale processes over

steep topography.

Moreover, depending on whether the nesting in

Ammassalik is one- or two-way, the downstream wind

field and heat fluxes over the Irminger Sea have both a

different distribution and a different magnitude, with

differences of up to about 200Wm22. Since the turbu-

lent heat fluxes depend on both wind speed and the air–

sea temperature difference, the discrepancy between the

simulations is likely a consequence of the faster and

colder air in the WRF5 domain. This suggests that the

differences arising from the narrower and more intense

outflow out of the valley extend beyond the WRF5 do-

main boundaries, and that the temperature and wind

speed differences concur in their effect on the latent and

sensible heat fluxes. Convection in the ocean depends on

the air–sea heat exchange (Marshall and Schott 1999),

and changes in the spatial distribution of the heat fluxes

could result in shifts of the atmospheric forcing region

relative to the ocean convection centers. Thus, including

or neglecting small-scale processes in the Ammassalik

valley in the model could have implications for the

model’s ability to correctly force deep-water formation.
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